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How can

AV/VC/UC systems meet the needs of a Central London landmark, which is
also the headquarters of a global professional society and
‘Best UK Venue Brand’ three years running?
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EUROPE’S LARGEST INFINITY DISPLAY
Kelvin Lecture Theatre | IET Savoy Place
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PROJECT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

KELVIN LECTURE THEATRE
Capacity: 475 delegates
Configuration: Cinema-style theatre and Catwalk
The flagship lecture theatre was redeveloped after dropping the
ceiling height, which allowed space for the entirely new Turing
Lecture Theatre on the floor above. The Kelvin Lecture Theatre
(KLT) not being a new build, challenged AV integration to be
sympathetic to its myriad of historic features.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-

287” DNP Supernova Panoramic Infinity Screen (UHD Multi-layer canvas)- the largest in Europe.

-

Interconnected with Turing Lecture Theatre to serve as a ‘spill over’ for Kelvin Lecture Theatre.

-

2x edge-blend 16K ANSI Projectors to produce an image 3,200 pixels across (Fully controllable from
main AV rack). Analog Way image processor handles multiple inputs (including HDMI and HD-SDI)
and Windows.

-

2x 75” video reinforcement LED/LCD displays with permanent DVI Twisted Pair Receiver Unit.

-

3x HD PTZ robotic cameras- ceiling mounted and connected to main control room and IET.TV
control room.

-

Joystick Camera controller for telemetry control.

-

HD Tricaster for live streaming infrastructure.

-

Dedicated Video Conferencing facility for remote participants.

-

Dedicated audio monitoring system (near field monitors)

-

Dual Channel Feedback eliminators

-

DDA Compliant

AUDIO

-

32-channel Yamaha LS9/32 console with Rack mount RIO and Dante card.

-

L-Acoustics 5.1 system featuring KIVA line arrays via LA4 amplifiers; L-Acoustics fill speakers, two
18in subwoofers built into the stage.

-

Twelve channels of Shure Digital ULX-D wireless microphones along with fixed-wired table
microphones.

-

Sennheiser IR-based system provides assistive listening.

-

Greengo/RTS technician intercom/talkback over the IP network.

REMOTE CONFERENCING

-

Vaddio AV Bridge relays signals from professional-grade cameras and audio systems, along with a
microphone mix from the Polycom system to be presented as a USB source for the soft codec.

VIDEO PRODUCTION AND LIVE STREAMING

-

Video Production console for image processing

-

Signals routed via upstream and downstream HD-SDI, RGBHV, DVI switchers over building-wide
fibre and copper infrastructure.

-

HD Tricaster (IET.tv control room) accessible remotely

-

Cabletime IPTV.

LIVE BROADCAST

-

Outdoor broadcast points and cabling to main control room.

-

Each OB location equipped with 4 x HD-SDI, 4x XLR Audio, 4x CAT6A Twisted pair, 4 x MM Fibre
Pairs.

-

Cables for HD Broadcast Camera Systems also connected to IET.TV control room.

-

CAT6A infrastructure.
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-

Blackmagic Design 12-channel video router, NewTek Tricaster 8-channel multi-camera production
system, NewTek TalkShow hardware bridge for bringing Skype calls into broadcast feeds, and
Blackmagic 4K SSD recorders.

HOW IT WORKS

-

Four technicians in the ‘dedicated master control room’: Audio, Video, Lighting and Production.

-

Control functions remotely via mixing console/touch panel controllers.

-

Technician can also control/adjust setting for projectors through multiple AMX touch panels.

-

Further signal relay to IET.tv control room for content creation/broadcast and streaming.

-

Adder KVM system to reduce monitor clutter: the IET TV and live event staff have multiple PCs and
other visual sources to work with.

-

Interconnected with ‘Turing Lecture Theatre’: video and audio can be sent between the two
locations either using Extron FOXBOX fibre transmitters and receivers, or via HDBaseT on Cat6a
infrastructure using Extron digital twisted pair transceivers.
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TURING LECTURE THEATRE
Capacity: 150-175 delegates
Configuration: Cinema-style theatre
Keeping the importance of live events in mind, the Turing lecture
theatre has a similar specification to the Kelvin Lecture theatre, but
sized-down to cater for the requirements of ‘smaller audiences’.
In other circumstances, the integration of technology also allows
the theatre to act as a ‘spill over’ to the Kelvin Lecture Theatre
when the size of the audience exceeds Kelvin’s capacity.
The Turing Lecture theatre is a brand new space built above the
Kelvin Lecture Theatre after lowering its ceiling.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-

164” DNP Supernova Infinity Screen (UHD Multi-layer canvas).

-

Interconnected with Kelvin Lecture Theatre to serve as a ‘spill over’. Relay live feed of a conference
proceedings at Kelvin Lecture Theatre live to viewers at the Turing Lecture Theatre.

-

1x 16K ANSI Projectors to produce an image 1920 x 1080 p (Fully controllable from main AV rack).
Analog Way image processor handles multiple inputs (including HDMI and HD-SDI) and windows.

-

2x 75” video reinforcement Full HD LFD with permanent DVI Twisted Pair Receiver Unit.

-

3x HD PTZ robotic cameras- ceiling mounted and connected to Turing control room and IET.TV
control room/Main Control Room.

-

HD Tricaster for live streaming infrastructure, with flexible I/O and up to 4 live video inputs.

-

Joystick Camera controller for telemetry control.

-

Dedicated Video Conferencing facility for remote participants.

-

Dedicated audio monitoring system (near field monitors)

-

Dual Channel Feedback eliminators

AUDIO

-

32-channel Yamaha LS9/32 with Rack mount RIO and Dante card.

-

L-Acoustics stereo program loudspeaker system.

-

Eight Shure Overhead Condenser microphones along with a quad-channel digital receiver for
Lavalier microphones, and handheld wireless microphones.

-

Sennheiser IR-based system provides assistive listening.

-

Greengo /RTS technician intercom/talkback over IP Network.

REMOTE CONFERENCING

-

Vaddio AV Bridge relays signals from professional-grade cameras and audio systems, along with a
microphone mix from the Polycom system to be presented as a USB source for the soft codec.

VIDEO PRODUCTION AND LIVE STREAMING

-

Video Production console for image processing

-

Signals routed via upstream and downstream HD-SDI, RGBHV, DVI switchers over fibre + copper.

-

HD Tricaster (IET.tv control room) accessible remotely.

-

Cabletime IPTV

HOW IT WORKS

-

Four technicians in the ‘dedicated control room’: Audio, Video, Lighting and production.

-

Control functions remotely via mixing console/touch panel controllers, or on iPad where possible.

-

Further signal relay to IET.tv control room for content creation/broadcast and streaming.

-

Adder KVM system to reduce monitor clutter.

-

Interconnected with ‘Turing Lecture Theatre’: video and audio can be sent between the two
locations either using Extron FOXBOX fibre transmitters and receivers, or via HDBaseT on Cat6a
infrastructure using Extron digital twisted pair boxes.
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EVIDENCE OF INNOVATION

Savoy Place not being a new build posed its own set of challenges, which we overcame successfully with
engineering creativity, and customisation. For example:
1.

Inadequate projector housing space: the specified projector for Kelvin Lecture Theatre was a tight
fit for the housing space (encapsulated by Marble walls). We found a solution in installing the
projectors vertically, each with a bespoke mirror, working on the same principle as a periscope. Not
only did this arrangement solve the problem, it now also provides ample space for maintenance
technicians to reach the projector. The optical system was designed and built in-house for 3 axes of
mechanical adjustment and the projection mount was developed based on a Lang frame.
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2.

160mm Vs 234 mm: The client specification for the cable retractor system required vertical
installation to the wall. The housing space, however, was inadequate given the depth of the wall.
The retractor was redesigned and rebuilt, in-house, with fully reengineered mechanisms to fit the
standard cable length of the retractor into a much smaller space.
Since then, the manufacturer has approached us with interest in learning how we achieved this, for
their internal research purposes, and to meet a growing demand in the market.

3.

Greater capacity: It is now possible to host larger events than the capacity of the Kelvin Lecture
Theatre by seating delegates in the Turing Lecture Theatre. Live video along with insets of other
content including but not limited to camera footage from other parts of the building, external
content, branding and live remote conferencing.

4.

Blending the proven with the new: Given the client’s focus on revenues from live events, we
blended the new (for example, routing audio through DANTE networks) with the proven (for
example, analogue cables and physical mixers with motorised faders). In effect, technicians before
the event can setup the audio digitally (or an iPad remotely) but for the unpredictable during an
event (for example, speaker picks up wrong microphone), they also have access to the physical
cables and mixers (technician can simply switch the cables on the router, doing which on a digital
interface would require a few moments to reset).

vs

5.

Efficient infrastructure for IET.TV: the team within the IET responsible for capturing, creating and
distributing media for IET members and external subscribers.
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SNELLING BUSINESS SYSTEMS
UNIT 23, CHESTNUT DRIVE
WYMONDHAM BUSINESS PARK
WYMONDHAM
NR18 9SB

T: +44 (0)1603 711111
E: info@snellingbiz.com
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